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Abstract:

Much work is still to be done in the field of dynamic optimization (DO), motivated from
every time bigger real-world challenges. Several approaches have been proposed to date, e.g.
using memory or a multi-population, to enhance traditional meta-heuristics in DO.

Goals:
1. Design and evaluate new metaheuristic algorithms and/or operators to improve the
performance in dynamic optimization problems.
Conclusions:
1. Best practices to analyze and compare DO algorithms require first using both, fitness
and behavioral measures. Then, reporting numerical data and aside statistical assessment, in addition to the visual way. Finally, it is important to take care of scalability
in the problem to level-up results, since small and large instances can draw diﬀerent
conclusions with the same metrics.
2. Migration policies can balance between search of optima solution and track of environmental changes. Fitness based migration policies are favorable, mainly for unimodal
DOPs with small changes, but exhibits the loss of global diversity; distance-based
strategies are more robust to track larger number of local optima.
3. An original multi-swarm metaheuristic is designed to solve the dynamic vehicle routing
problem, using several migration policies to exchange solutions into the diﬀerent environments. Our approach was able to find high quality solutions for a comprehensive
benchmark, and introduced new best solutions to the state-of-the-art.
4. Theoretical models for the panmictic evolutionary algorithm are proposed. Specifically,
we calculate the takeover time and the growth curves, which are two common analytical
approaches to measure the selection pressure in metaheuristics. This result is important
to build better operators and new self-guiding algorithms.

